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Stidvent: How education must help
the Texas economy boom, not
bust
There's a downside to the upturn in our economy, and it's an issue
that must be addressed. It's especially evident in a state like Texas
where job creation, the entrepreneurial spirit and business investment
and expansion are thriving.
Texas continues to lead the nation in job creation, adding more than
441,000 jobs between November 2013 and November 2014. There's
also a perfect storm brewing. Tremendous job creation, high and often
unmet demand for high-quality, skilled workers and a retiring babyboom generation mean a labor shortage is a real, looming crisis.
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According to estimates by the Texas comptroller's office, between
2000 and 2010, the under-18 population in Texas grew by 17 percent
- a full 6.5 percent faster than the U.S. average. Those 979,000
young Texans could become the most skilled workforce in the nation if
even half of them attain some level of education beyond a high school
degree. Then, there are the more than 3 million adult Texans who
have yet to earn a college degree.
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If properly prepared, these Texans represent a deep field of potential
workers to fill jobs in high growth fields like health care, technology
and STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) teaching.
With this tremendous potential in mind, the colleges of WGU Texas, a
Texas-based online university, were designed specifically to prepare
graduates for in-demand health care, technology and teaching jobs.
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And, it's working. WGU leads the U.S. in STEM teaching graduates,
and a White House report cited WGU as one of the most effective jobtraining programs in the country.
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The right education and core competencies in high-demand fields
must be met. Texas has quantity, but we need to ensure that the
growing population in Texas also includes high quality college
graduates.
Take Austin, where nearly 8,000 job openings and a 3.9 percent
unemployment rate signal a high-tech industry that's booming. But
employers are finding it challenging to find qualified workers. And, it's
not just Central Texas or the high-tech sector that's clamoring for an
educated workforce .
Between 2012 and 2022, a 40 percent increase in many health care
jobs across Texas is projected. From occupational therapy assistants
to physician assistants, these jobs are increasingly in demand,
especially as the baby boomer population continues to retire and age.
And with Texas booming in biotech , advanced manufacturing and
shale gas exploration, preparing our workforce for these industries
means we also have an unprecedented need for qualified K-12 STEM
educators.
Traditional two- and four-year college degrees are an important part of
the solution for developing a quality workforce in these fast growth
fields . But, we need to ensure state leaders embrace policies and
funding that ensure Texans have access to a variety of affordable and
flexible options for education and training.
A recently released White House report, "What Works in Job Training:
A Synthesis of the Evidence," makes clear that innovation and
flexibility are more than just buzzwords . It's those characteristics that
are transforming the way students consider and educators deliver
high-quality education.
A strong dialogue between business and post-secondary educators,
with the aim of ensuring curriculum is more aligned with workforc e
needs , is also crucial.
And , innovative learn ing options like online , competency -based
models allow students to progress based on content mastery , not time
spent in a seat. That means they leave college with the skills and
knowledge they need to immediately succeed in many high-growth
professions .
It's going to take the right blend of traditiona l two-year and four -year
universities and colleges along with online programs to meet the
needs of today's diverse student population and the increasing
demand for high-skilled workers . Innovation in educatio n can help our
economy boom - and avoid a bust.Stidvent is chancellor of WGU
Texas.
This article was originally published by the Au stin AmericanStatesmen.
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WGU Texas is an accredited online university offering online bachelor's and
master's degree programs.
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